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Abstra t. The ba kpropagation algorithm is an iterative gradient des ent algorithm designed to train multilayer neural networks. Despite its
popularity and e e tiveness, the orthogonal steps (zigzagging) near the
optimum point slows down the onvergen e of this algorithm. To overome the ineÆ ien y of zigzagging in the onventional ba kpropagation
algorithm, one of the authors earlier proposed the use of a de e ting gradient te hnique to improve the onvergen e of ba kpropagation learning
algorithm. The proposed method is alled Partan ba kpropagation learning algorithm[3℄. The onvergen e time of multilayer networks has further
improved through dynami adaptation of their learning rates[6℄. In this
paper, an extension to the dynami parallel tangent learning algorithm is
proposed. In the proposed algorithm, ea h onne tion has its own learning as well as a eleration rate. These individual rates are dynami ally
adapted as the learning pro eeds. Simulation studies are arried out on
di erent learning problems. Faster rate of onvergen e is a hieved for all
problems used in the simulations.
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Introdu tion

Ba kpropagation (BP) is the most popular and widely used learning algorithm
for multilayer feedforward neural networks. The main limitation of BP is the slow
pa e at whi h it learns from examples. This is due to the fa t that the standard
ba kpropagation method uses xed learning steps, and as the result slows down
in at areas and starts to take orthogonal steps near the optimum point. Over
the last number of years, many new a elerating te hniques have been developed
to speedup the rate of onvergen e in the ba kpropagation training algorithm.
A global error gradient adaptation te hnique alled parallel tangent (Partan)
training algorithm is proposed by one of the authors[3℄. The proposed method
an be used to a elerate the training pro ess in multilayer neural networks.
In [6℄, we have proposed a dynami parallel tangent learning algorithm that
further improves the speed of training multi-layer neural networks. The improvement is done through the dynami adaptation of the learning rates during the

training pro ess. Faster rate of onvergen e is a hieved for all learning problems
used in the simulation studies of dynami Partan.
In this paper, we present an extension to the dynami Partan learning algorithm. In the extended dynami Partan, the learning and the a elerating rates
are adapted dynami ally as the training pro eeds. Other a eleration te hniques
an also be in orporated in this method to further improve the rate of onvergen e.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The on ept of gradient des ent and
parallel tangent gradient is brie y reviewed in the following se tion. In Se tion
3, Partan ba kpropagation learning algorithm is explained. Dynami Partan, extended dynami Partan, and rate adaptation strategies are presented in Se tion
4. Subsequently, the results of the simulation studies are summarized in Se tion
5. Finally, on lusions of the present study are summarized.
2

Parallel Tangent (Partan) Gradient

The method of gradient des ent is one of the most fundamental pro edures for
minimizing a di erentiable fun tion of several variables. In general, the gradient
algorithm takes a point pi 2 S  E n and omputes a new point pi+1 2 S  E n ,
where S represents an arbitrary set and E represents the Eu lidean spa e. The
new point is de ned by making
pi+1 = pi + g
where,  > 0 for minimization or  < 0 for maximization. Further, pi is the
origin of the line and g is the gradient ve tor, 5f (pi ); determining the dire tion
and  is the step-size parameter to be estimated. The gradient algorithm usually
behaves poorly near an optimum point where small orthogonal steps are taken
(zigzagging phenomena). To illustrate the zigzagging phenomena, let us onsider
an obje tive fun tion with on entri ellipsoidal ontours as shown in Figure 1. If
the initial point for a gradient sear h happens to be pre isely on one of the axes
of the systems of ellipses, the gradient line will pass right through the optimum
(peak) and the sear h will be over in one des ent (as ent). Otherwise, the sear h
will follow a zigzag ourse su h as the one from p0 to p2 to p3 to p4 , et . (in
order to be onsistent with the onvention adopted in the next se tion, after p0
the next point is denoted as p2 , instead of p1 ).
It an be seen that the rooked path is bounded by two straight lines whi h
interse t at the optimum. This suggests that the sear h from point p3 be ondu ted, not in the gradient dire tion toward p4 , but along the straight line from
p0 through p3 . In this way, the peak, p would be lo ated after three steps: rst
from p0 to p2 along the gradient at p0 , then from p2 to p3 along the gradient
at p2 , and nally from p3 along the line through p0 and p3 . This is the two
dimensional version of a method whi h a elerates along a ridge and usually is
alled gradient parallel tangents (gradient Partan)[2, 8, 9℄.
Parallel tangent has many forms and gradient Partan is one form whi h ombines many desirable properties of the simple gradient methods[8℄. This te hnique represents a distin t improvement over the method of steepest des ent.
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Zigzagging in ellipti al ontour.

Figure 2 shows a s hemati diagram of general parallel tangent. Note that the
points have been numbered su h that the odd-numbered ones (i.e., P3 , P5 , P7 ,
P9 , et .) are the results of a limb (gradient sear h), whereas the even-numbered
ones following p2 (i.e., P4 , P6 , P8 , et .) are obtained by a eleration. In other
words, the even-numbered point p2k is determined by a eleration from P2k 4
through p2k 1 , k = 2; 3; :::; N , i.e.,

p2

k

= (p2k 1 ; p2k 4 )

where is the a eleration fun tion. A eleration is the pro ess of taking the
minimum point on the line onne ting p2k 1 and p2k 4 .
A pro edure for minimizing a di erentiable fun tion of several variables is
given in Figure 3. This pro edure starts with an arbitrary starting point and
sear hes for an optimum using a positive termination s alar, . Staring at point
p0 , point p2 is found by a standard gradient step. After that, the optimization
is ontinued for n iterations and then restarted with a standard gradient des ent. Ea h step onsists of a standard gradient des ent sear h followed by an
a eleration.
To a elerate the onvergen e of steepest des ent based learning algorithms
(i.e., delta rule and generalized delta rule), we have proposed the use of parallel tangent (Partan) gradient. The proposed te hnique improves the speed of
training multilayer neural networks by a large fa tor, as demonstrated in [3℄.
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G = Gradient
A = Acceleration

Parallel Tangent Gradient.

Partan Ba kpropagation

In pra ti e, the ba kpropagation training algorithm has proved to be a suitable
method in omputing a weight ve tor that enables the network to perform ertain
input-output mapping. It tea hes a network iteratively. In order to properly train
the network, an obje tive fun tion whi h is the result of the ontributions of all
training samples, is simultaneously minimized. The BP algorithm minimizes the
network's error by ontinuously adjusting the networks onne tion weights. The
weights are updated using the gradient of the ost fun tion, as follows:
wi+1 = wi + g,
where g represents the gradient of the ost fun tion and  represents the learning
rate, respe tively. Standard ba kpropagation algorithm (generalized delta rule)
has the reputation of being very slow. It su ers from the major drawba ks whi h
are asso iated with steepest des ent te hnique. As explained in Se tion 2, the
gradient des ent method starts to zigzag near the optimum point. This is mainly
due to the fa t that, using a xed learning rate to determine the step size may
not be appropriate for all regions of the error surfa e.
The parallel tangent (Partan) over omes the diÆ ulties of the zigzagging
phenomena by de e ting the gradient steps. The Partan te hnique ombines
many desirable properties of the simple gradient method. It uses an a elerating
step after ea h gradient step, and an be used as an alternative for momentum
term to a elerate the onvergen e. In Partan, onne tion weights are updated
as follows:

PROCEDURE Partan(input[p0 ,
/*  and  are appropriate
respe tively.
represents
step size and n represents
*/

℄, output[p ℄);

step sizes for limbing and a eleration,
the fun tion that is used to ompute a proper
the number of independent variables[2℄.

BEGIN

p = p 0 ;
REPEAT

pk = p 0 = p  ;
p = pk  rf (pk );

FOR i = 1 to n DO
BEGIN
 = ( ,rf (p ),n);
g = p  rf (p );
Æ = g pk ;
pk = p  ;

p = g + Æ ;
 = (; Æ; n);

END;
UNTIL (k p0
RETURN (p );
END.

p k< );

Fig. 3.

Parallel tangent gradient optimization algorithm.

w +1 = w

+ g + s,
where s represents a dire tion based on two previous gradient steps and  is the
a elerating rate. The general framework of the new training te hnique is dened as follows. This pro edure an be restarted every n steps, however, global
onvergen e is not tied to this restart.
i

i

Begin
Do one gradient step.
While (error >= Desired Threshold)
Do one gradient step.
Do one a elerating step.
End
End

A proposed detailed algorithm for the Partan ba kpropagation is given in
Figure 4. This pro edure starts with an arbitrary starting point and sear hes for
an optimum using a positive termination s alar, . Starting at point w0 , point w2
is found by a standard gradient step. Following the initial step, the optimization
is ontinued for n iterations and may restart from another random initial point
until the optimum weight ve tor w is found. After n iterations, one has the
hoi e of either ontinuing the y le of ba kpropagation sear h and a eleration

PROCEDURE Partan ba kprop(input[I , D, w0 , ℄, output[w ℄);
/* I and D are the input and the desired output ve tors, respe tively.
w0 is the starting point, w is the optimum weight ve tor, and  is a
termination s alar whi h is hosen to be greater than zero.  and  are
appropriate step sizes for limbing and a eleration, respe tively.
represents the fun tion that is used to ompute a proper step size and
n represents the number of independent variables. M is the number of
epo hs. ba kprop is the standard ba kpropagation pro edure that returns
the gradient of the riterion fun tion at a given point and the amount of
existing error.
*/
BEGIN
j = 1;

w  = w0 ;

REPEAT

wk = w0 = w ;
Call ba kprop(input[I ,wk ,,D℄, output[rwk , error℄);
w  = w k  r wk ;
FOR i = 1 to n DO
BEGIN
Call ba kprop(input[I ,w ,,D℄, output[rw , error℄);
IF (error < ) RETURN(w ), EXIT;
 = ( ,rw ,n);
g = w   rw  ;
Æ = g wk ;
wk = w  ;
w = g + Æ ;
 = (; Æ; n);

END;
UNTIL (error<  OR
RETURN (w );
END.
Fig. 4.
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Parallel tangent ba kpropagation learning algorithm.

or starting over again. In Figure 4, we have presented the latter hoi e.
The learning rate,  , plays an important role in the onvergen e of a network.
Choosing appropriate value for the learning rate an speed up the training proess. A large learning rate is eÆ ient in the at regions of the error surfa es,
but, usually auses os illation near the optimum point. On the other hand, small learning rates tend to slow down the onvergen e of a network. We have
shown that the adaptation of the learning rate during the training pro ess speeds
up the onvergen e[6℄. The learning method proposed in [6℄ is alled dynami
Partan. In the dynami Partan, the learning rate is adapted for ea h gradient
step. The adaptation is done with respe t to the properties of the error surfa es.
The framework of the dynami Partan training algorithm is as follows:

Begin
Do one gradient step.
While (error >= Desired Threshold)
Adapt learning rate.
Do one gradient step.
Do one a elerating step.
End
End

In this paper, we propose the use of dynami a elerating rate, , in the Partan ba kpropagation. In the proposed method, the a elerating rate is adapted
prior to taking the a eleration step. The adaptation te hnique is similar to that
of the learning rate adaptation. The extended dynami Partan algorithm is as
follows:
Begin
Do one gradient step.
While (error >= Desired Threshold)
Adapt learning rate.
Do one gradient step.
Adapt a elerating rate.
Do one a elerating step.
End
End

3.1

Rates Adaptation

In standard parallel tangent ba kpropagation algorithm, the learning as well
as the a elerating rates are xed during the pro ess of training the network.
Moreover, all the onne tion weights use the same learning and a elerating
rates. In dynami Partan, the learning rates are adapted ontinuously over time.
The adaptation is done with respe t to the shape of the error surfa es. The sign
of the gradient is used to adapt the learning rates. If onse utive hanges (lo al
gradients) of a onne tion weight posses the same signs, the learning rate for
that onne tion is in reased [1℄. This in rease helps to take a longer step in the
next iteration. If onse utive gradients posses opposite signs, it shows that the
previous learning rate has been too large and a jump over the lo al minima has
o urred. Thus, the next step should be arried out with smaller learning rate.
This is done by removing the e e t of the previous step (i.e., ba ktra king one
step) and de reasing the learning rate approprietly.
In the dynami Partan, the a elerating rate is xed during the training of the
network, whereas, in the extended dynami Partan proposed in this paper, ea h
onne tion has its own a elerating rate. The a elerating rates are also adapted
dynami ally as the training pro eeds. The adaptation of the a elerating rates
is done similar to that of the learning rates. The a elerating rate is in reased or
de reased whenever the orresponding learning rate is in reased or de reased.

Four dynami Partan s hemes alled Partan1, Partan2, Partan3, and Partan4
are presented in this paper. Dynami Partan1 and 2 use variable learning rates
and xed a elerating rates during the training pro ess. In Dynami Partan1,
the learning rates are adapted as follows,
i+1 = i   + ,
i+1 = i   ,
where  + and  are the adaptation rates used to in rease and de rease the learning rates, respe tively. Whereas in dynami Partan2, adaptation rates ( + ,  )
are added/subtra ted to/from the learning rates.
Dynami Partan3 and 4 are extended versions of dynami Partan1 and 2. In
these s hemes, dynami learning rates as well as dynami a elerating rates are
used during the training pro ess. The a elerating rates are adapted similar to
the adaptation of the learning rates in the dynami Partan1 and 2. In dynami
Partan3, the a elerating rates are adjusted as follows,
i+1 = i   + ,
i+1 = i   ,
where  + and  are the adaptation rates used to in rease and de rease the a elerating rates, respe tively. In dynami Partan4, adaptation rates are added/subtra ted
to/from the a elerating rates.
4

Simulation

In order to evaluate the performan e of the extended dynami Partan learning
algorithm, simulation studies are arried out on di erent learning problems. The
learning problems are hosen so that they possess di erent error surfa es and
olle tively represent an environment that is suitable to determine the e e t of
the proposed learning algorithms. For all the methods presented in this paper,
the ba kpropagation pro edure is used to al ulate the partial derivatives of the
error with respe t to ea h weight.
The network ar hite ture are predetermined, spe ifying the number of hidden units, the step sizes  s and s, the number of patterns in the training set,
and the onvergen e riterion, , whi h was set so that the average error per
pattern in the training set is bellow some threshold. For the standard ba kpropagation networks, we have sele ted the ar hite tures and learning parameters
(i.e., learning and momentum rates) that resulted in good performan e. The
same parameters and ar hite tures are used for di erent Partan s hemes. Ideal
ar hite tures for Partan algorithms may even show faster rate of onvergen e.
The simulation studies are arried out using a large number of learning problems. The results for Sin fun tion, Sonar lassi ation problem and a hara ter
re ognition problem are summarized in Tables 1-3.
At the start of ea h simulation, the weights are initialized to random values
between +r to r. Sin e the ba kpropagation algorithm is sensitive to di erent
starting points, we arried out our simulation with various runs starting from di erent random initializations for the weights of the network. For ea h algorithm,
25 simulations were attempted.

Four s hemes of the dynami Partan namely Partan1, Partan2, Partan3, and
Partan4 are implemented. Dynami Partan1 and 2 use variable learning rates and
xed a elerating rates, whereas, dynami Partan3 and 4 use dynami learning
rates as well as dynami a elerating rates during the training pro ess.
The results of the simulations for the above problems are summarized in Tables 1-3. In these tables, represents the momentum rate used in the standard
ba kpropagation training algorithm. The results shown in these tables learly
indi ate that dynami Partan3 and dynami Partan4 exhibit a faster rate of
onvergen e omparing to the standard ba kpropagation and the standard Partan.
4.1

Sin Problem

In this problem, neural networks are used for the fun tion approximation. The
network ar hite ture used for this problem onsists of one input unit, one output
unit with linear a tivation fun tion, and two hidden layers with 8 and 3 sigmoidal
units, respe tively. The training is onsidered omplete when the umulative
error is below 0:01. The training and test sets onsist of 60 and 360 points in
the range [  , + ℄, respe tively.
The results of our simulation studies are summarized in Table 1. It is seen
that on the average, the standard ba kpropagation with  = 0:6 and = 0:5
onverges after 218 epo hs. The dynami Partan1 with the same learning rate
as that of the standard ba kpropagation and  = 0:8 onverges after 125 epo hs.
Dynami Partan4 onverges after 85 epo hs. The results show that, on the average, the dynami Partan4 onverges twi e as fast as the standard Partan and
2.56 times faster than the standard BP algorithm.
The training results for Sin fun tion.
Learning Parameters r 
  +   +  Avg. Epo hs
Ba kpropagation
0.5 0.6 0.5 - - - - 218
Standard Partan
0.5 0.19 - 0.76 - - - 167
Dynami Partan 1 0.5 0.6 - 0.8 1 0.7 - 125
Dynami Partan 2 0.5 0.95 - 0.8 0 0.05 - 126
Dynami Partan 3 0.5 0.6 - 0.5 1 0.7 0.01 0.02
88
Dynami Partan 4 0.95 0.6 - 0.6 1 0.7 0.95 0.83
85
Table 1.

4.2

Sonar Problem

This problem is the lassi ation of sonar signals using neural networks. The task
is to train a network to dis riminate between sonar signals boun ed o a metal
ylinder and those boun ed o a roughly ylindri al ro k. The problem ontains
of 104 training examples (49 Mine patterns and 55 Ro k patterns) and 104 test

examples (62 Mine patterns and 42 Ro k patterns). Ea h pattern onsists of 60
numbers in the range of 0.0 to 1.0 as input and 2 binary values as output. The
network ar hite ture used for this problem onsists of 60 input units, 24 hidden
units and 2 output units.
The simulation results for this problem are given in Table 2. The training is
onsidered omplete when the error for one epo h is less than 0.1. It is seen that
dynami Partan3 onverges about 2.5 times faster than standard BP and about
1.6 times faster than standard Partan.

The training results for Sonar, Mines vs. Ro ks Problem.
Learning Parameters r 
  +   +  Avg. Epo hs
Standard BP
0.3 0.4 0.9 - - - - 390
Standard Partan
0.3 0.2 - 0.67 - - - 257
Dynami Partan 1 0.35 0.95 - 0.74 1 0.29 - 199
Dynami Partan 2 0.35 0.98 - 0.7 0 0.205 - 203
Dynami Partan 3 0.3 0.32 - 1.5 1 0.5 0 0.01
160
Dynami Partan 4 0.3 0.98 - 1.1 1 0.29 1 0.98
180
Table 2.

After training the network, its memorization and generalization abilities are
examined with tests as well as training patterns. The results of testing the network with  = 0:1 and  = 0:07 are given in Table 3. It is seen that dynami Partan s hemes show stronger memorization and generalization apabilities. When
the error threshold is set to 0.07, the dynami Partan3 is able to memorize all
the training examples and orre tly lassify 91 per ent of unseen patterns from
the test set. For the similar ases, standard BP and standard Partan show 96%
memorization apability; and 81% and 86% generalization abilities, respe tively.

The memorization and generalization results for Sonar problem.
Error Threshold = 0.1
Error Threshold = 0.07
Algorithm
Epo hs Memorize. Generalize. Epo hs Memorize. Generalize.
Standard BP
338
94%
80%
390
96%
81%
Standard Partan 179
95%
85%
257
96%
86%
Dynami Partan1 169
96%
85%
199
96%
82%
Dynami Partan2 169
96%
86%
203
96%
86%
Dynami Partan3 136
96%
90%
160
100%
91%
Dynami Partan4 149
97%
89%
180
98%
90%
Table 3.

4.3

Chara ter Re ognition Problem

The network ar hite ture used for solving this problem onsists of 64 input units,
twenty ve hidden units, and one output unit. The task is to train a multilayer
neural network to re ognize English apital letters. Ea h letter is represented
as an 8  8 matrix of 0s and 1s. There are 24 di erent patterns for ea h letter.
Six patterns represent positional movements of the letter inside the matrix (i.e.,
moving the letter up, down, left or right inside its 8  8 matrix). Ea h pattern is
represented with four di erent angles (0, 90, 180, 270 degrees). In other words,
besides the original representations of the letters, there are 3 more patterns for
ea h representation of a letter that show the state of that letter after being
rotated 90, 180, and 270 degrees.
The training results for hara ter re ognition problem.
Learning Parameters r 
 + 
+ 
Avg. Epo hs
Standard BP
0.5 0.01 0.5 3703
Standard Partan
0.5 0.007 - 0.7 1936
Dynami Partan 2 0.5 0.001 - 0.9 0.003 0.01 663
Dynami Partan 3 0.5 0.002 - 0.84 0.003 0.01 0.015 0.0025
543
Dynami Partan 4 0.5 0.002 - 0.7 0.003 0.01 1.22 0.95
539
Table 4.

The training and test sets ea h onsists of 628 patterns. The training is
onsidered omplete when the error of one epo h is less than 0.01. The training
results for this problem are shown in Table 4. It is seen that the dynami Partan4
onverges about 7 times faster than the standard BP and about 3.6 times faster
than the standard Partan.
5

Con lusion

Parallel tangent (Partan) gradient is a de e ting method that ombines many
desirable hara teristi s of the simple gradient method and has ertain ridgefollowing properties whi h make it attra tive. The Partan as well as the dynami
Partan are used to a elerate the onvergen e to the solution of ba kpropagation
learning algorithm[3, 4, 6℄. In this paper, we have proposed two extensions to
dynami Partan training algorithm.
The main features of parallel tangent te hnique are its simpli ity, ridgefollowing, and ease of implementation. The most desirable property of Partan
ba kpropagation , however, is its strong global onvergen e hara teristi s. Ea h
step of the pro ess is at least as good as the steepest des ent; the additional
move ( a eleration) to pi+1 provides further de rease of the obje tive fun tion.
In dynami parallel tangent, the lo al information is used for the adaptation
of the learning as well as the a elerating rates. The lo al adaptation of the rates
is `similar' to biologi al neural learning adaptation pro ess and is more suitable

for parallel implementations. We have demonstrated through simulation that the
dynami adaptation of rates is an e e tive approa h to speed up the training
of multilayer neural networks. The networks energy fun tion behaves di erently
in various dimensions during the training pro ess. This on ept is simulated by
using and dynami ally adapting di erent learning and a elerating rates for the
onne tion weights.
In all the problems we have studied so far, the onvergen e of the dynami
Partan was faster than the standard BP as well as the standard Partan. Table
5 depi ts the speedup a hieved for the three learning problems studied in this
paper. The results show that on average the rate of onvergen e of the standard
Partan and the dynami Partan1-4 are approximately 1.56, 2.70, 3.185, 4.36 and
4.3 times faster than that of the standard BP algorithm, respe tively.

Table 5.

agation.

Average speedup of standard and dynami Partan versus standard ba kprop-

Learning problem s-Partan d-Partan1 d-Partan2 d-Partan3 d-Partan4
Sin fun tion
1.30
1.74
1.73
2.47
2.56
Sonar problem
1.51
1.95
1.92
2.43
2.16
Char. re ognition 1.91
5.58
6.81
6.78
Average speedup 1.56
2.70
3.18
4.36
4.3
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